


Vyacheslav Artyomov (b. 1940)

Symphony – On the Threshold of a Bright World (1990, rev. 2002) 36:31
No 2 of Symphonic Tetralogy – ‘Symphony of the Way’
in 18 continuous episodes
1 I. 1:57
2 II. 2:34
3 III. 1:56
4 IV. 1:59
5 V. 2:21
6 VI. 1:28

7 VII. 2:44
8 VIII. 2:26
9 IX. 1:26

10 X. 1:34
11 XI. 1:54
12 XII. 3:09

13 XIII. 1:58
14 XIV. 0:59
15 XV. 1:44
16 XVI. 2:37
17 XVII. 2:15
18 XVIII. 1:24

Ave Atque Vale, for solo percussion and orchestra (1997) 12:15
in 9 continuous episodes
19 I. 1:20
20 II. 1:06
21 III. 1:11

22 IV. 2:03
23 V. 1:19
24 VI. 1:41

25 VII. 1:10
26 VIII. 1:26
27 IX. 0:57

28 Hymn – Ave, Crux Alba (1994, rev. 2012) 3:06

total duration: 51:54

Featured instrumentalists (Symphony):
Yeremei Zukerman, solo violin; Svetlana Stepchenko, solo viola; Zoya Abolits, piano
Aleksandr Arkhangelsky, oboe; Emin Martirosian, celesta, piano; Konstantin Volostnov, organ

Solo percussion (Ave Atque Vale): Rostislav Shatayevsky

Ave, Crux Alba: Helikon Theatre Choir (Yevgeny Ilyin, choir master)

National Philharmonic Orchestra of Russia
conducted by Vladimir Ashkenazy



Artyomov, his inspiration and his composition

In 1950, five years after the end of World War II, the critics Edward Sackville-West
and Desmond Shawe-Taylor could write of ‘the teeming world of contemporary
music’, when the global population was much less than half of what it is today, and
when global communication such as we know was in its infancy. To apply that same
word ‘teeming’ to our contemporary serious musical world would seem to be barely
adequate.

After more than sixty years of population growth, art, as always, continues not to
be an empirical science – unlike global communication. Art does not – indeed cannot
– develop exponentially. As such, all art must remain true to itself, and if serious art
(as opposed to pop art) has moved to one side since 1950, it remains (albeit
tenuously) connected to the mainstream of global human activity. ‘Art’ may be a
generic term, embracing a wide variety of styles and means of expression, but that
to which it remains true is the result of human creativity, born of an innate desire
for transcendence through artistic – in our case, musical – terms.

Transcendence of time and place through music remains an inherent part of human
existence, from the refining through centuries of regional folk-music handed down
by word of mouth, to complex creations of an individual’s expression of a perceived
inspiration or truth, attempting to convey that which the artist cannot help but
create. Yet artistic creation – perhaps more so in our ultra-teeming world – remains
a lonely business: how best can the artist convey their inspiration to others once it
has achieved the form which, in our case, the composer feels best expresses their
intent.

In painting, or poetry, for example, the creative artist speaks directly to others: no
other assistance is necessary; yet in drama or music, an actor or performing
musician is essential in the transcendental process between dramatist or composer



and their audience. In the case of music, the composer’s work has first to appeal to
a performing musician before, through them, it reaches a wider audience.

This takes time; and whereas there are many examples of music of artistic merit
which make an immediate appeal, that presupposes the language in which that
music is written is one which is relatively easily grasped by the listener. The implied
corollary is that if music is not easily grasped, it is generally perceived to be at fault
in some way. But, as Hans Keller wrote: ‘Greatness involves newness, and the new is
considered bad inasmuch as it does not conform to the familiar or customary. You
have to get used to things, especially things that hit you.’

A personal reaction to music is not enough to demonstrate its qualities: analysis of
what constitutes a work’s unique character and expressive force will underlie the
essence of the composition in question. And in the case of the music of Vyacheslav
Artyomov, we are confronted with the output of a singularly driven artist, who,
since the collapse of the Soviet Empire in 1990, has gradually emerged as a
composer whose music may appear unlike that of any of his contemporaries, of
whatever nationality, but which can be shown to be part of what might at first
appear to be an inherently Russian expression, but which is surely more an
expression of a universal human truth.

This inherently Russian expression is best exemplified in Artyomov’s series of large-
scale symphonies – of which the second (‘On the Threshold of a Bright World’) is
given here – and in his concerto-like scores, in which it is not at all fanciful to
perceive the soloist as the personification of the individual: reacting to, and
attempting to influence, the larger instrumental congregation exemplified by the
orchestra.

Artyomov was born in Moscow in June 1940, and therefore his earliest years were
spent in the shadow of the Great Patriotic War and the succeeding eight remaining
years of Stalin’s life. From the strict confines of post-war Stalinist Russia, the
gradual easing of the state’s iron grip from the mid-1950s onwards, reinforced by



the launch of Sputnik in 1957 and the rise of a generally freer Soviet society under
Nikita Khrushchev: those formative years for the young Vyacheslav Artyomov must
have laid the groundwork for a more personal art, outward-looking in its conceptual
thought, but always expressed through intense language which nonetheless has
proved capable of cajoling the ears of the least hidebound of listeners – no matter
how few, originally, they may have been.

In some respects, however, in tracing the background and fundamentals of
Artyomov’s work, we may look towards aspects of what might be termed the
mainstream of contemporaneous post-war West European composers as well as
those from the unbroken stream of Russian symphonic music, from late-
Tchaikovsky onwards – underpinned, at all times, by a profound spiritual approach.
A work which made a deep impression on the young Artyomov was the Symphonie
Liturgique of Arthur Honegger, which Artyomov heard from an LP recording in the
early 1960s conducted by Georges Tzipin. A version of this work for two pianos by
Dmitri Shostakovich enabled Honegger’s music to be more widely disseminated in
Soviet Russia.

Indeed, the concept of ‘Liturgical Symphony’ has been expanded by Artyomov, as
we shall see, through a series of large-scale works of considerable spiritual
provenance. It is important to note that Artyomov’s breakthrough as a composer
came with his Requiem, which appeared in 1988 and created an enormous
impression at its first performances. This work declared Artyomov’s musical
character writ large; it is not too fanciful to feel that his successive large-scale
symphonic works are expansions of aspects of the Requiem, with each work
appearing in part to react to the background of the times in which it was created.

For whilst one can point to the symphonic mainstream of post-war West European
established composers, Artyomov’s music is both (as it were) a Russian reaction to
that ‘school’ – different from the imposed standards expected of composers,
despite the loosening of aesthetic straight-jackets in the mid- to late-1950s in the
USSR – as well as a continuation of the unbroken stream of large-scaled Russian



symphonic music, from the mid-1880s onwards, exemplified by such as
Tchaikovsky’s ‘Manfred’, Glière’s ‘Ilya Murometz’, Myaskovsky’s Sixth Symphony,
Khachaturian’s First, and the Fourth, Eighth and Eleventh Symphonies of
Shostakovich.

Threaded through the natural inheritance of inherent Russian large-scaled
symphonic thought are Artyomov’s deeply spiritual qualities – values which were
placed under severe pressure in the last decades of Soviet rule under Khrushchev’s
successor, Leonid Brezhnev.

But art will out. The collapse of the Soviet Union in the final months of the period
1989-91 may have taken place over a period of weeks rather than years – as did its
creation in 1917 – but the aesthetic freedom it finally brought was anticipated in the
work of more than one Russian composer. In the case of Artyomov’s music – deeply
spiritual, Christian-based at times, against the public demonstration of large-scale
orchestral music – the relative freedom brought by the first years of post-Soviet
Russia enabled him to reveal more fully his singular vision of a pure Russian artist,
unafraid to express that which he believes to be the spiritual experience of the
Russian people, not least proceeding from its sufferings which has given the world
invaluable works of art and literature.

This, in Artyomov’s case, offers a positive view of humanity. This over-arching view
is best heard in the composer’s vast four-symphony series: ‘Symphony of the Way’,
of which the second is presented here. The first of the four symphonies, ‘The Way
to Olympus’, originally dates from 1979 (it was revised in 1984). The second
symphony in the tetralogy, ‘On the Threshold of a Bright World’ was composed in
1990 (it is actually the fourth of Artyomov’s symphonies) and revised in 2002; the
third in the series, ‘Gentle Emanation’ (which can be heard on a companion CD from
Divine Art, DDA 25144) was also completed in 1991, and the fourth, ‘The Morning
Star Arises’, in 1993.



The music

‘On the Threshold of a Bright World’ [tracks 1-18]

This symphony, as Artyomov himself has stated, ‘has also become a reflection of life
in Russia and the dramatic events that continue to take place there. This is
completely unexpected, it was not one of my goals.’ By way of background
explanation of Artyomov’s creative principles as applied to this work it may be
pertinent to quote from part of his essay Musica perennis [Eternal Music] – ‘ Music is
a science [pace our earlier comments]: experience of human’s self-knowledge,
concentration of his sensual and spiritual experience. Music is a cosmology of spirit:
cosmology broadens the horizons of cognition of the Universe, while music reveals
depth and [the] greatness of [a] human’s spirit, interdependence of his soul with
Anima Mundi [the living world].’

In 1990-91, arguably the greatest seismic event in Russian history in almost three-
quarters of a century – the collapse of Communism – took place. The freeing of the
creative spirit it afforded artists in general and Artyomov in particular must surely
have been experienced as heralding the threshold of a bright world – ‘the reflection
of life in Russia and the dramatic events’, as Artyomov claimed, were not unlike
those which inspired those earlier large-scale Russian symphonies we have cited.
Interestingly, Artyomov continued to describe the emotional impetus of the
Symphony: ‘In some ways my symphony ‘On the Threshold of a Bright World’
continues the romantic spirit of the first symphony, ‘The Way to Olympus’, but with
a metamorphosis of the romantic into the tragic. The lyric ‘hero’ of the second
symphony, like his native country Russia, has lost his God and is trying to find Him
again.’

The symphony is preceded with an epigraph from the The Book of Enoch:"These
wonderful places are intended for the collecting spirits - souls of the dead...until the
Last Judgement will take place over them". But before the Last Judgement "the
own Terrible Judgement will take place for every of us". (St. Dmitry of Rostov)



The work is a large-scale single movement masterpiece of astonishing originality:
commissioned by Mstislav Rostropovich and performed by him and the National
Symphony Orchestra of Washington in September, 1990 at the Kennedy Center,
Washington DC, it struck its first hearers so. The work epitomizes a journey towards
‘a Bright World’ which, as it moves towards its final apotheosis, we get a glimpse of
what the future can be: "Vyacheslav Artyomov's ‘On the Threshold of a Bright
World’ is a work of genius... This is unsettling music, profoundly moving and
extraordinarily beautiful..." – The Washington Times. The new edition (as here) was
performed and recorded by Vladimir Ashkenazy and the National Philharmonic
Orchestra of Russia in April of 2013 in Moscow. Although cast as a continuous work,
the Symphony consists of 18 episodes, which are at the composer’s request all
tracked separately.

Ave atque vale [tracks 19-27] (‘Hail and Farewell’, 1997)

This is a late version of a solo percussion piece, recast for percussion solo and
orchestra. Excepting the large number of instruments for the solo part, there are
what the composer calls ‘the usual number of percussion players in the orchestra’ -
the more frequently encountered instruments. In this new version, as in the original,
Artyomov is concerned with the gradual coming-together of disparate elements –
personified in the various solo instruments and given nine separate tracks – forming
a coherent unification at the close. The soloist in this performance is Rostislav
Sharayevsky.

Ave, crux alba [track 28] (‘Hail, the White Cross’)
In 1994, during a visit to the Vatican where Artyomov met Pope John Paul II, a
colleague drew the composer’s attention to the Order of Malta Hymn. Finding the
music poor, Artyomov composed his own beautiful and moving music for the Hymn;
recorded here is the revision for chorus and orchestra made in 2012.

As the attentive listener to this wide-ranging selection of Vyacheslav Artyomov’s
work may discern, what cannot be emphasized too strongly is the nobility and



sincerity of genuine spirituality which informs so much of the composer’s art. His is
an astounding creation, occupying a unique place for its composer and for Russian
music from the last half-century, even more so from recent decades. When one
considers that Artyomov’s Symphony of Elegies was written during the Brezhnev
era in Russia, the composer’s determined individuality appears all the more
courageous, inhabiting a mystical world, certainly, but one founded upon natural,
basic principles, which at its most compelling illuminates aspects of human
existence in a way not approached by any other composer.

Robert Matthew-Walker © 2016

Robert Matthew-Walker is the author of ‘The Music of Vyacheslav Artyomov – an
Introduction’ DGR Books, St Austell, 1997.

More information on the composer and his works can be found in the books mentioned above,
online, and in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Volume 2 (O.U.P., 2001)

Recorded at ‘Mosfilm’ Sound Studios in April 2013
(Organ recorded at Moscow International House of Music)

All music is Copyright Control © Vyacheslav Artyomov
Producer: Valeriya Lyubetskaya
Recording Supervisor: Vyacheslav Artyomov
Recording Engineer: Maria Soboleva
Programme notes: Robert Matthew-Walker
Booklet and packaging design: Stephen Sutton
Cover /CD image: The Sombrero Galaxy, M.104, photographed by the Hubble telescope in 2003.
Photo courtesy of NASA/STScI image ref PRC03-28
All images, photographs and texts are copyright and used with permission. All rights reserved.
℗ © 2016 Divine Art Limited (Diversions LLC in USA/Canada)

This album and its companion (DDA 25144) are dedicated to the memory
of the composer’s friend and colleague Mstislav Rostropovich



The composer

Vyacheslav Petrovich Artyomov, born in Moscow on 29 June 1940) graduated from
the Moscow State Tchaikovsky Conservatory in 1968 as a pupil of Nikolay Sidelnikov
(composition) and Toviy Logovinsky (piano). He considers himself to be an adherent
of the Romantic tradition, although he has experienced very different influences: of
the Russian folklore, Prokofiev, Stravinsky, Messiaen and Scriabin, and traditional
Eastern music. He works in the field of symphonic and chamber music.

His principal works include the internationally acclaimed Requiem, dedicated to the
“Martyrs of long-suffering Russia”, for six soloists, two choirs and large orchestra
with organ, which was premièred in Moscow in 1988; the tetralogy Symphony of the
Way for large orchestra with organ, comprised of four symphonies: Way to Olympus
(dedicated to a poetess Valeriya Lyubetskaya and premiered in 1986, Moscow), On
the Threshold of a Bright World (dedicated to the National Symphony orchestra and
its musical director Mstislav Rostropovich), given its première in 1990 in Washington
D.C.), Gentle Emanation (the final version dedicated to Vladimir Spivakov and
premièred 2010 in Moscow), and The Morning Star Arises (dedicated to the London
Symphony and first performed in London in 1993.

He is also composing a cycle of symphonies The Star of Exodus with soloists and
large orchestra, comprising to date In Memoriam (1984) with violin solo, In Spe
(2014) with violin and cello solos, and In Gloriam (in progress) with choir and two
piano solos; as well as works for orchestra with soloists: A Symphony of Elegies
(1977), Gurian Hymn (1986), A Garland of Recitations (1981), Tristia I (1983), Tristia II
(1998, rev.2011), Pietà (1996), Latin Hymns (2003); works for chamber ensembles
include Star Wind (1981), Hymns of Sudden Wafts (1983), Incantations (1981),
Moonlight Dreams (1982), and Totem (1976).



Artyomov has also composed music for two ballets: Expectations, in one act, after
paintings of Antoine Watteau, and Sola Fide (Only by Faith), a three-act work based
on Aleksey Tolstoy’s novel “The Road to Calvary”.

Vyacheslav Artyomov has collaborated with conductors M. Rostropovich,
V. Spivakov, D. Kitayenko, V. Ashkenazy, G. Rozhdestvensky, S. Sondetskis,
M. Pletnev, T. Currentzis and V. Fedoseev, with pianists D. Alekseev, S. Bunin and
Ph. Kopachevsky, with organist O. Yanchenko, violinists L. Isakadze, O. Krysa and
T. Grindenko, with cellist A. Rudin and singers M. Mescheriakova and L. Petrova.

Artyomov has participated in many European festivals since 1979. Festivals of the
composer’s work have taken place in Moscow (Festival of Premieres, 1994) and
Amsterdam (Artyomov-festival,1997).

Artyomov’s works have been released on more than 27 CDs in the USA, UK,
Germany and Russia. Russian TV have made and broadcast about 15 films and
programs about Artyomov’s music, including a three-part film on his Requiem
(produced by V. Artyomov, RTR,1994).

A number of books have been written about the music of Vyacheslav Artyomov
including: “Artyomov - An essay on creation” by M. Tarakanov (Moscow,1994) “On
the way to the new spirituality” by M. John (Berlin, 1996), “The music of Vyacheslav
Artyomov” by Robert Matthew-Walker (St.Austell,1997), a book of poems “The
book of radiance” by V. Lyubetskaya (Moscow,2000) and “Russian composer
Vyacheslav Artyomov” by A. Kloth (Essen,2009).

Artyomov’s Requiem was nominated for the State Prizes in the Soviet Union and
later in Russia, and for the Grawemeyer Award in the US. Artyomov is a member of
the Russian Academy of the Natural Sciences, holder of the Order of Friendship
(2010).



From Artyomov’s essay “Musica perennis”

Artyomov does not call his music such an indefinite word as contemporary: its
belonging to tradition for its own sake – immersed in the inner world of the human
being as God’s creation – simply defines his music as musica perennis.

Musica perennis (eternal music) is a musical tradition, which in its distinct
manifestation has existed for some four hundred years, and has as its subject first of
all the keenness of human experience, the most mysterious profundity of his
existence.

Music is a science: experience of the human’s self-knowledge, a concentration of his
sensual and spiritual experience. Music is a cosmology of spirit: cosmology
broadens the horizons of cognition of the Universe, while music reveals depth and
greatness of human’s spirit, interdependence of his soul with Anima Mundi.

Music is the greatest achievement of humankind’s genius, a mediator between God
and man, a concentrate of spiritual energy, which should awaken man’s ethical
understanding and purify his soul. Creation of music is man’s answer to God, the
supreme act of love and repentance. Truth is in beauty. Beauty justifies man, it is the
revelation of his divine nature”(“Foundation of the Philosophy of Music”).

Serious music is created by spirit and for Spirit.

Music is the real concentration of human’s spirit and as such – the incarnation of
Saint Spirit. Therefore music is the greatest value in the hierarchy of values – and
the only.

“Artyomov has absolutely clear and unique composer’s image…Artyomov brings glory
to the Russian Art”. – Mstislav Rostropovich (TV interview)

“What we are witnessing is music that dares simply to exist, shining like the sun,
allowing us to bask in its warmth. Mr. Artyomov’s profound religious convictions make
him a rarity among Russian composers”. – Octavio Roca, The Washington Times,
26.01.1992)



Vladimir Ashkenazy and Vyacheslav Artyomov



The conductor

Vladimir Ashkenazy is without doubt one of the most pre-eminent figures of today.
He was born in Gorky (now Nizhny Novgorod) in 1937, and entered the Central
Music School in Moscow at the age of eight. After graduating from the Moscow
Conservatory, he quickly won several major competition prizes and built a career as
one of the foremost pianists of the modern age, with concert performances and
recordings which have for 50 years kept him in the limelight as a solo and concerto
performer. His extensive repertoire ranges from Bach to the modern era and has
received Grammy awards on more than one occasion for his superlative recordings
for Decca.

Over the last 25 years or so he has concentrated primarily on conducting, achieving
an equal reputation for his work with orchestras around the world. He was chief
conductor with the Deutsches Symphonie-Orchester from 1988 to 1996, and with
the Czech Philharmonic from 1998 to 2003, from where he became Music Director
of the NHK Symphony in Tokyo and from 2009 to 2013 was Principal Conductor of
the Sydney Symphony Orchestra.

At the same time, he has maintained a close relationship with the Philharmonia
Orchestra in London, with which he appears not only in the UK each season but also
on the orchestra’s extensive tours. He was appointed Conductor Laureate of the
Philharmonia in 2000 and also has ongoing relationships with the Iceland Symphony
Orchestra and the Cleveland Orchestra, with both of which he previously held
positions; he is also Music Director of the European Union Youth Orchestra.

Ashkenazy married the Icelandic pianist Þórunn (Dódý) Jóhannsdóttir and he
became an Icelandic citizen in 1972. In 1978 the couple and their family moved to
Switzerland where they now reside.



Also from Divine Art Records

Vyacheslav Artyomov:

Symphony “Gentle Emanation”
Russian National Orchestra, conducted by Teodor Currentzis
Tristia II – Fantasy for Piano and Orchestra with Poem and Prayer by
Nicolai Gogol
Philip Kopachevsky (piano), Mikhail Philippov (reader)
Russian National Orchestra, conducted by Vladimir Ponkin
divine art dda 25144
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